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ABSTRACT 
LEO satellite has an important role in global communication 

system. They have advantages like low power requirement 

and lower end-to-end delay, efficient frequency spectrum 

utilization between satellites and spotbeams over MEO and 

GEO satellites. So in future they can be used as a replacement 

of modern terrestrial wireless networks. There are a lot of 

handover techniques for LEO satellites like seamless 

handover (SeaHO-LEO) ,PatHO-LEO .In our proposed work 

we have suggested a new handover technique for SeaHO-

LEO by introducing a Handover Manager (HM) during the 

handover process and by simulation we have also shown that 

it a better approach by comparing it with other existing 

handover techniques as it reduces the handover latency, 

propagation delay, call blocking probability more than any 

other technique. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Satellite communication networks are utilized to co exist with 

terrestrial networks to provide global coverage to a 

heterogeneously distributed over population,. A LEO satellite 

takes about 100 minutes to orbit the earth, which means that a 

single satellite is ―in view‖ of ground equipment for only a 

few minutes [1]. As a consequence, if a transmission takes 

more than the short time period than any one satellite. 

Handover: 
In cellular telecommunications, the term handover or handoff 

refers to the process of transferring an ongoing call or data 

session from one channel connected to the core network to 

another. In satellite communications it is the process of 

transferring satellite control responsibility from one earth 

station to another without loss or interruption of service. 

Types of handover 

A Hard Handover is one in which the channel in the source 

cell is released and only then the channel in the target cell is 

engaged. Thus the connection to the source is broken before 

or 'as' the connection to the target is made—for this reason 

such handovers are also known as break-before-make. Hard 

handovers are intended to be instantaneous in order to 

minimize the disruption to the call. When the mobile is 

between base stations, then the mobile can switch with any of 

the base stations, so the base stations bounce the link with the 

mobile back and forth. A Soft Handover is one in which the 

channel in the source cell is retained and used for a while in 

parallel with the channel in the target cell. In this case the 

connection to the target is established before the connection to 

the source is broken, hence this handover is called make-

before-break. The interval, during which the two connections 

are used in parallel, may be brief or substantial. Soft 

handovers may involve using connections to more than two 

cells: connections to three, four or more cells can be 

maintained by one phone at the same time. The latter is more 

advantageous, and when such combining is performed both in 

the downlink (forward link) and the uplink (reverse link) the 

handover is termed as softer. Softer handovers are possible 

when the cells involved in the handovers have a single cell 

site. A LEO satellite system must hand over between satellites 

to complete the transmission. In general, this can be 

accomplished by constantly relaying signals between the 

satellite and various ground stations, or by communicating 

between the satellites themselves using ―inter-satellite 

links‖(ISLs) [1], [2]. LEO satellites are also designed to have 

more than one satellite in view from any spot on the earth at 

any given time, minimizing the possibility that the network 

will loose the transmission. Due to the fast-flying satellites, 

LEO systems must incorporate complicated tracking and 

switching equipment to maintain consistent service coverage. 

In this paper, we focus on the handover management of 

satellite networks, which is a crucial design problem for 

supporting mobile communication services in the co-existing 

terrestrial and LEO satellite networks. One of the proposed 

http://it.toolbox.com/wiki/index.php/Hard_handoff
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soft_handover
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Downlink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forward_link
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uplink
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_link
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models for handover management in satellite networks is 

mobile IP (MIP) [3]. When a mobile host moves from one 

point of attachment to another it enables a TCP connection to 

remain alive and to continue receiving packets. Although MIP 

is a widely used approach applied to satellite networks, it has 

some important drawbacks including high handover latency 

and high packet loss[4][5]. 

In our paper we have proposed an idea of reducing binding 

updates, handover latency and packet loss during handover. 

Our paper is structured as follows: 

In the first section we have given a brief introduction related 

to LEO satellite and handover mechanisms. In section 2 we 

have discussed the related work regarding MIP network. In 

next section we have proposed our idea of introducing a 

location manager .In section 4 & 5 we have shown the 

simulation results and the conclusion and the future work 

regarding this paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 
The most widely used protocol for handover in satellite is 

MIP [7]. It is proposed by The Internet engineering task force 

(IETF) to handle mobility of internet hosts for mobile data 

communications. MIP is based over the concept of Home 

Agent (HA) and Foreign Agent (FA) for delivering of packets 

from one MN to CN. 

 

Figure 1: Handover Flow of Mobile IP 

It is basically completed by four steps. 

i) When handover begins MN registers itself in FA 

and waits for allocation of channels in FA and 

updates its location in HA directory. 

ii) The packets are sent to HA and HA encapsulate it. 

iii) Encapsulated packets are sent to The FA. 

iv) FA decapsulate those packets and sent it to MN. 

The main drawback of this protocol is 

a. High handover latency 

b. High packet lost rate 

c. Insufficient routing path 

d. Conflicts with network security solution 

Another method is Seamless handover management scheme 

(SEAHO-LEO) [8],[9] proposed by Aysegul et al in 2006. 

It reduces packet loss and handover latency. It is describes as 

follows 

A. Calculate a new IP 

B. Send handover preparation request to current 

satellite 

C. Start to use new IP to send data packets 

D. CN starts to use new satellite 

SEAHO-LEO provides efficient utilization of network 

bandwidth because of the absence of tunneling and also does 

not need any change in existing internet infrastructure. 

The main disadvantage of this process is high messaging 

traffic. 

SeaHO-LEO Handover 
In SeaHO-LEO CN does not move, so its location is fixed. 

The Fig. illustrates the integration of terrestrial IP network 

and LEO satellite networks. 

Handover in SeaHO-LEO: The mean number of available 

satellites for a given MN is at least two for latitudes less than 

60 degrees [16]. This means that MN is within the footprint of 

two satellites most of the time, which makes the model 

effective for handover management of satellites to reduce 

packet loss and handover latency. The handover procedure is 

as follows: 

 

1) Calculate a new IP: The handover preparation procedure 

generally begins when the MN moves into the overlapping 

coverage area of two adjacent satellites’ footprints. As 

illustrated in Fig. 2, when the MN receives the agent 

advertisement 

(AA) from the new satellite (i.e., SN), it will initiate the steps 

of obtaining a new IP address.  

MN measures the received signal strength first and then 

determines the need for handover when the signal strength of 

the current radio link deteriorates below a certain threshold 

while still allowing communications. If there are more than 

one satellites for handover, MN should choose the most 

favorable one according to the connections QoS parameters.  

After determining the favorable satellite, it starts to obtain a 

new IP for new satellite. Obtaining new IP address can be 

performed with a dynamic host configuration protocol 

(DHCP) [17], dynamic host configuration protocol for IPv6 

(DHCPv6) [18], or IPv6 stateless address auto-configuration 

(SAA) [19]. The main difference of these methods is the 

generation of IP addresses either by a server 

(DHCP/DHCPv6) or by the MN itself (IPv6 SAA). Since the 

IPv6 SAA significantly reduces the required signaling time, it 

is recommended or the proposed handover protocol.  new IP 

generation step, MN only requires the address to be unique 

and routable. 

 

2) Send handover preparation request to current satellite: 

After MN computes a new IP address, it sends a handover 

preparation request (i.e., HP REQUEST) to the current 

satellite (SC). This message includes new IP of MN, and the 

IP of SN. After SC receives HP REQUEST, it replies to MN 

by sending a handover preparation response (i.e., HP 

RESPONSE) message to indicate the success of receiving the 

new IP. At that time, SC also starts buffering all inbound 

packets on SN during the handover. Thus, all the inbound 

packets coming to the SC for MN will also be sent directly to 

the next satellite SN by using ISL between SC and SN. The 

buffering mechanism creates a virtual path between CN and 

the new satellite SN. This buffering procedure is an intelligent 

one in which the current satellite does not send the packets 

whose acknowledgements from MN delivered by SC. 

Therefore, SN receives only packets that are not received by 

MN. 
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3) use of  new IP to send data packets: When MN moves 

further into the footprint of the new satellite SN, data path 

between MN and SN becomes increasingly more reliable than 

data path between MN and current satellite SC. At that time, 

MN may want to start to redirect data traffic to the new IP to 

increase the possibility of successful delivery of data packets 

to the MN. Therefore, MN sends a handover ready request 

(i.e., HR REQUEST) to current satellite SC to say that new IP 

is available for data transmission. When SC receives HR 

REQUEST message, new IP is sent to CN by the message 

CONN ACTIVATE. When CN receives the new IP, it replies 

to current satellite with an acknowledgement indicating the 

success of obtaining the new IP. It also stops buffering the in-

bound packets on next satellite SN since the new IP is ready 

to receive new packets. At that point, SC sends a CONN 

ACTIVATE message to SN to make connection establishment 

complete After SC receives HR REQUEST message. 

When SN receives this message, it understands that MN will 

communicate with CN via SN. In other words, new IP is 

ready for the communication. Therefore, the final message 

causes the next satellite SN to forward all the buffered packets 

to the MN. As soon as the new IP becomes ready to receive 

packets, SN sends all the buffered packets to MN and starts 

communication with MN. Moreover, SN sends a HO 

RELEASE message to SC to complete disassociation and 

release of radio resources at the old satellite. 

4) CN starts to use new satellite: After the new IP of the MN 

is received, it sends the next data packets to MN via new 

satellite SN. The SeaHO-LEO provides efficient utilization of 

network bandwidth because of the absence of tunneling, and 

also does not need any change in the existing internet 

infrastructure. SeaHO-LEO uses the efficiency of ISL. 

Therefore, our model is very effective to provide continuous 

communication between a CN and a MN whose mobility is 

random. 

 

 

Fig 2.SeaHO-LEO HANDOVER 

3. PROPOSED WORK 
In our proposed work we have worked on the handover in 

SeaHO-LEO satellites. Here we have worked on the virtual 

environment of Aysegul et al. Here we have discussed about a 

new handover scheme of SEAHO-LEO by modifying the old 

one discussed in[21][22]. 

In MIP system each subnet has to locate a location 

management component (HA) which is a very difficult task 

while the number of users and location management entities 

increase. So, SeaHO-LEO system is proposed to reduce the 

complexity and the mobility management and the 

maintenance cost. The research results in [] show that the 

mean number of available satellites for a given MN is at least 

two for latitudes less than 60 degrees. This means that MN is 

within the footprint of two satellites most of the time, which 

makes our model effective for handover management of 

satellites to reduce packet loss and handover latency. 

In our proposed work we have just modified the procedure of 

handover of SeaHO-LEO, here we have introduced a new 

Handover Manager(HM) which will reduce the binding 

updates and handover latency as it shows that there is no need 

to send and receive handover preparation request prior to 

handover. so, the process  of the handover of the SeaHO-LEO 

is just as follows: 

1) First initiates the process by searching for the first 

IP or the new IP when the MN moves into the overlapping 

area of two adjacent satellite footprints, determining the signal 

strength and the QOS parameter choose the ideal one and 

register it. 

Find out the next IP where the packets need to be forwarded 

by measuring the signal strength of the satellites while the 

satellite is moving in a network .The IP address of two 

adjacent satellite is stored in handover manager for the 

fraction of second until the next IP arises and by comparing 

the signal strength it will keep the IP of maximum signal 

strength. 

2) Now when the handover is needed there is no need 

to send handover preparation or the handover response request 

as the IP is already stored in the handover manager(HM). 

3) Handover will be initiated. 

4) The data packets will be forwarded to the new ip 

stored in HM . 

5) During the forwarding of packets HM will keep 

searching for the IP and when the first data 

forwarding will be completed it will start sending to 

the next IP stored. 

6) Thus the process continues. 
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Flowchart: 
The flowchart of the proposed handover has been shown in 

the fig 3. 

 

 
Fig 3 Flow chart of this proposed method: 

 

      It will reduce the binding updates as well as handoff 

latency as there is no need to register for the handoff 

preparation request and handoff response request. 

Introduction of HM will both the thing itself. Also there is no 

extra searching time for the new IP . It will find it while the 

MN will move to different ips by comparing the signal 

strength. 

     Now by simulation we have shown our proposed is better 

than the existing one and also the Mobile IP Network. 

4. SIMULATION RESULT: 
In order to evaluate the performance HANDOVER 

MANAGER with SeaHO-LEO, we compared it to MIP & 

SeaHO-LEO scheme. Each algorithm is evaluated by 

analyzing the Handoff delay, Forced call termination 

probability & Handover latency. The simulation results have 

been shown using the MATLAB 7.8 in a designed virtual 

environment. 

In figure 4 we compare the Handover throughput for MIP, 

SeaHO-LEO & Handover Manager i.e. the proposed SEAHO-

LEO handover throughput during a handover process. In 

mobile IP, due to the tunneling between HA and FA, 

throughput of the channel between MN1/CN and MN2/MN 

converges to zero during handover. When the handover model 

is completed, the throughput reaches a reasonable value. The 

throughput of SeaHO-LEO is better than MIP during 

handover as it does not reach to zero. In BMBHO the 

throughput is higher than SeaHO-LEO because the handover 

takes very less time and the packets during handover is sent 

by the old link.  

In MIP the MN has to search for a new satellite & then 

analyze them. For SeaHO-LEO the handoff delay is closer to 

MIP but in our work as everything is kept within BM & BM 

just have to run a simple algorithm so the handoff delay is 

very much less. 

 

Figure 4: Simulation results of MN’s handover 

throughput 

 

In figure 5 we compare the Forced call termination probability 

of MIP & SeaHO-LEO with the proposed SeaHO-LEO. 

Among this three handover management models, 

HANDOVER MANAGER i.e. our new proposed seaHO-LEO 

has the lowest Forced call termination probability. In MIP the 

MN has to wait for the channel allocation & if it did not get a 

free channel within the handoff time the call is being 

terminated. In SeaHO-LEO the MN has to wait for the agent 

advertisement from a new satellite. If it did not get it within 

handoff time the call is being terminated. But in HM  there is 

no need to wait as it initatializes the next call earlier during 

the first packet forwarding by comparing the adjacent 

satellite’s signal strength .Hence the call blocking probability 

is very less. 

 
Figure 5: Forced call termination probability of a 

handover call. 
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In figure 6 we have shown the average handoff latency. 

Handoff latency affects the service quality of real time 

applications of mobile users. It is dependent on the time taken 

to establish a new path segment between MN and new 

satellite. Basically it is the time interval between the last data 

segment received through the old path and the first data 

segment received through the new path from CN/MN2 to 

MN/MN1. 

In MIP, the handover latency is immense because MN has to 

send location update message to it’s HA to associate its home 

address and CoA. This binding update process is time 

consuming operation. MIP is incapable of receiving packet in 

flight during registration process. In the case of MIP, the MN 

always uses its home address to send and receive packets, and 

it cannot contact the old FA (satellite) we can see there is a 

transmission stall of about 240ms, which represents the 

handover latency when using MIP. This handover latency is 

independent from the time spent in overlapping area of new 

and old satellite. In SeaHO-LEO, as soon as the old Satellite 

receives HR_REQUEST message it establishes a virtual 

communication path between the new satellite and MN by the 

help of ISL between it and new satellite. This process needs 

approximately 20ms. In our proposed method there is no need 

to send or receive HR_REQUEST and no need to wait as the 

HM itself initiates every handover. That is why the handover 

latency is very less in our proposed method. 

 

 

Figure 6: Handover latency 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have proposed a HANDOVER MANAGER 

concept to modify the handover technique of SeaHO-LEO 

satellite handover management where we have shown that our 

proposed method is more effective than the existing one by 

also showing theoretically as well as by simulation that it 

reduces handover latency, data loss, scanning time, cost and 

forced call termination probability. Our proposed handover 

method is also better as compare to the time delay and the 

binding updates as it itself compares the signal strength and 

chooses the next ip where the packets are to be forwarded it 

has reduced the extra binding updates and as the search is 

done when the previous data is being forwarded it also 

reduces the searching time after the first data sent. So 

comparing all the aspects our work is practically applicable to 

any areas. In future we will find how to improve the 

efficiency of HM. Also we have to find a specific algorithm 

under which it will select the appropriate next IP in the 

network where the data is to be sending next. We can also 

used different algorithm according to the signal strength of the 

MNs. As the scanning time is reduced so we must search for 

appropriate threshold level under which the handover 

procedures will be started. 
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